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HiSPEQ1E

How to use this guidance document

This guidance document has been produced for use alongside the HiSPEQ equipment
specification templates, which are labelled as follows:
HiSPEQ2E: EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE LOCATION
HiSPEQ3E: EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE PAVEMENT TRANSVERSE EVENNESS
HiSPEQ4E: EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE PAVEMENT LONGITUDINAL EVENNESS
HiSPEQ5E: EQUIPMENT TO RECORD DOWNWARD FACING IMAGES
HiSPEQ6E: EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE PAVEMENT STRUCTURE
HiSPEQ7E: EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE TRAFFIC SPEED DEFLECTION
Each section in this guidance can be directly cross referenced to the similarly numbered
sections in the relevant equipment template. For example in this guidance document section
“HiSPEQ2E: 3 Technical capability” can be related to section “3 Technical capability” in the
specification document called “HiSPEQ2E: Equipment for Location and Network
Referencing”.
It is intended that each section in this guidance can be used by road administrations to assist
them in understanding an equipment specification that has been completed by a survey or
equipment provider.
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HiSPEQ2E

EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE LOCATION

HiSPEQ2E: 1 Summary of Equipment
This guidance document addresses only high-speed measurement systems intended for
application at the network level. The summary is intended to provide a brief overview and a
photograph of the system, with more detail presented in the following sections.
Note that for the purposes of location measurement HiSPEQ includes:




The measurement of co-ordinates (for geographical location referencing).
The measurement of distance travelled (for location referencing to distance and
section).
The measurement of survey speed has also been included since it is common to all
measurement systems.

HiSPEQ2E: 2 Description
A description of the equipment should be provided that explains:




The general approach taken by the equipment to collect measurements
Any particular strengths about the system (which can be demonstrated)
Any particular limitations of the system (in relation to its application in network
surveys).

The information given in this section may include a brief description of the type of equipment
used to provide the measurements. Further detail should be given within the “Technical
Capability” section and the types of equipment that could be used are discussed in the
following section.

HiSPEQ2E: 3 Technical capability
HiSPEQ2E: 3.1 Measurement of geographical location
(coordinates)
HiSPEQ2E: 3.1.1
How the location measurement system operates
A description of the technical methodology that the equipment employs to measure location
should be provided. The following text describes the equipment that is likely to be used and
discusses its limitations.
Global Navigation Satellite System
To measure location within the survey data, survey contractors commonly use the global
navigation satellite system (GNSS). The GNSS concept is based on a set of satellites which
continuously transmit a signal. A GNSS receiver can determine the time taken for the signal
to travel from the satellite. By assessing the time taken for the signals to be received from
several satellites the receiver can estimate its position to a high level of accuracy. GPS,
GLONASS, Compass and Galileo are examples of GNSS systems.
The user wanting to use GNSS to determine its position must have an antenna that receives
the signals coming from the satellites, and a receiver that translates these signals. The
antenna position will be deduced from the measurements of the time delay between the
emission time (satellite) and the reception time (receiver) for at least 4 signals coming from
different satellites. Four quantities are calculated: three position coordinates and clock
deviation from satellite time.
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Correcting for GNSS Signal Accuracy
The signals from the satellites are subject to degradation and error and this can affect the
accuracy of the location calculated from them. It is possible to correct for signal errors using
“Differential Correction”.
Base stations have been established around the world, for which the precise location is
known. Each base station has a GNSS receiver, which collects incoming (error prone)
signals. The true location coordinates are then compared to the GNSS coordinates and
correction values made available to allow for correction to the signal.
If the survey provider has paid to receive real time correction from base stations, they can
correct for signal error in real time. If not, then they will need to apply the correction after the
survey is complete. However, if a survey has not been performed near to a base station, then
this differential correction cannot be applied.
Correcting for GNSS Signal Loss
Methods using satellite technology, (e.g. GNSS) are often susceptible to signal loss and
increased positional error can occur under conditions where signal loss is likely (e.g. those
encountered in urban and forested areas).
In areas where signal loss is a problem, the survey contractor can still provide an accurate
measurement of location, by correcting the GNSS data. An inertial system installed on the
vehicle can provide information on the orientation of the vehicle relative to a horizontal plane
and also the direction in which the vehicle is travelling. Thus data from the inertial system
(and distance measuring system) can be used to estimate how far the vehicle has travelled
and in what direction, since the last reliable GNSS location. This correction will be applied
until the GNSS signal is restored.
If the equipment does not have the capability to inertially correct the data in areas of signal
loss, then it is likely that the quality of the location data in forested or urban areas may be
severely affected.
HiSPEQ2E: 3.1.2
Location measurements provided
A definition of the location measurements delivered should be given including how frequently
(in Hz and in terms of the longitudinal spacing of delivered measurements when travelling at
120km/h) the location system can provide a measurement of position that will meets
accuracy stated below. Any derived parameters reported by the system will also be listed
here.
The information provided can be compared against the requirements that you will have set in
section 1.1 of the HiSPEQ2 template (HiSPEQ2: SPECIFICATION FOR REFERENCING
DATA TO THE NETWORK), in order to determine if the equipment is suitable for meeting
your needs.
HiSPEQ2E: 3.1.3
Accuracy of location measurement
A definition should be provided of the accuracy of the measurement of location in terms of:





The error (in m) of the coordinates provided by the system in the
transverse/longitudinal (x,y:position) direction when the measurement system is
operating in typical network survey conditions. The stated figure should indicate the
performance that would be expected to be obtained for at least 95% of the
measurements delivered.
The error (in m) of the coordinates provided by the system in the vertical direction
(z:altitude) when the measurement system is operating in typical network survey
conditions. The stated figure should indicate the performance that would be expected
to be obtained for at least 95% of the measurements delivered.
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An explanation as to whether/how the system is affected by road geometry, driving speed,
environment etc. should also be given and, if the accuracy of the system is affected by these
conditions, an indication of the magnitude of the effect on the reported measurements
provided.
When these accuracy claims are compared with the requirements that you will have defined
in section 3.1 of HiSPEQ3, this will enable you to determine whether the equipment is
suitable or not.

HiSPEQ2E: 3.2 Measurement of elapsed distance
HiSPEQ2E: 3.2.1
How the distance measurement system operates
This section should include a description of the technical method that the equipment employs
to measure distance. Distance encoders are often used to provide measurements of
elapsed distance. These sensors generate digital signals in response to motion. There are
two types of encoder available: Contact and non-contact.
HiSPEQ2E: 3.2.2
Contact encoders
There are two types of contact encoders: optical and magnetic encoders. Optical encoders
can be either rotary or linear, whilst magnetic encoders are usually rotary.
Rotary encoders are most commonly found in motion control systems while linear encoders
are used more specifically for linear-positioning applications such as piston or actuator
monitoring systems. Thus only rotary encoders are used to determine distance travelled by a
survey vehicle.
Rotary encoders are available in two formats: incremental or absolute. The construction of
these two types of encoders is quite similar. However, they differ in physical properties and
the interpretation of movement. The following text presents the basics of how optical and
magnetic rotary encoders work and also what the differences between incremental and
absolute encoders are.
Optical rotary encoder: A rotary encoder using optical sensing technology relies on the
rotation of an internal code disc that has opaque lines and patterns on it. The disc is rotated
in a beam of light such as an LED and the markings on the disc act as shutters blocking and
unblocking the light. An internal photodetector senses the alternating light beam and the
encoder's electronics convert the pattern into an electrical signal that can then be related to
the amount of rotation.
Magnetic rotary encoder: A magnetic encoder consists of two parts: a rotor and a sensor.
The rotor turns with the wheel shaft and contains alternating evenly spaced north and south
poles around its circumference (Figure 1). The sensor detects these small shifts in the
position N>>S and S>>N and thus can provide a measure of the amount of rotation.
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Magnetic encoders avoid the three vulnerabilities that optical encoders face:
• Seal failures which permit the entry of contaminants
• The optical disk may shatter during vibration or impact
• Bearing failures.

Figure 1: Magnetic rotary encoder
Incremental rotary encoders: An Incremental rotary encoder is also referred to as a
quadrature encoder. This type of encoder utilizes sensors that use optical, mechanical or
magnetic index counting for angular measurement.
Incremental rotary encoders utilize a transparent disk which contains opaque sections that
are equally spaced to determine movement. A light emitting diode is used to pass through
the glass disk and is detected by a photo detector. This causes the encoder to generate a
train of equally spaced pulses as it rotates. The output of incremental rotary encoders is
measured in pulses per revolution which is used to keep track of position or determine speed
(Figure 2). The encoder can either record rotations or record both rotation and rotation
direction.
Incremental rotary encoders are not as accurate as absolute rotary encoders due to the
possibility of interference or a misread.

Figure 2: Pulse train produced from incremental encoder1
1

http://www.anaheimautomation.com/manuals/forms/encoderguide.php#sthash.Wuyx4equ.6YeKo33c.dpbs
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Absolute rotary encoders: An absolute encoder contains components also found in
incremental encoders. They implement a photodetector and LED light source but instead of a
disk with evenly spaced lines on a disc, an absolute encoder uses a disk with concentric
circle patterns.
Absolute encoders utilize a stationary mask in between the photodetector and the encoder
disk as shown in Figure 3. The output signal generated from an absolute encoder is in digital
bits which correspond to a unique position. The bit configuration is produced by the light
which is received by the photodetector when the disk rotates.

Figure 3: Components of an absolute encoder1
HiSPEQ2E: 3.2.3
Non-contact encoders
Non-contact encoders use Doppler lasers to measure the speed of a passing surface. Until
recently, the equipment required for these encoders was about the size of a medium suitcase
and thus was not suitable for installation on the underside of a survey vehicle. However,
recent advances have reduced the size of the equipment thus making it suitable for this
purpose.
The basic principles of operation of a non-contact encoder are shown in Figure 4. As can be
seen, the beam from a single laser diode is split into two beams, thus ensuring that both
have the same frequency content. These two beams are projected onto the pavement’s
surface and interfere with each other. This interference pattern is received by a sensor,
placed in the middle of the encoder and the resultant frequency content is measured. This is
then used to provide the length and velocity measurements required.
The encoder’s measurements are unaffected by surface type and, since only the wavelength
of laser light is used to calibrate the equipment, this means that it is permanently calibrated,
thus ensuring consistency of measurement.
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Figure 4: Basic principles of operation of a non-contact encoder
HiSPEQ2E: 3.2.4

Pros

Cons

Pros and cons of different types of encoder

Contact rotary encoder

Non-contact encoder

Relatively cheap
Practical solution where very high levels
are not required
Are robust if the installation is well
designed

Claimed accuracy of 0.05% and
repeatability of 0.02%.
Permanently calibrated
One encoder, installed in the centre of the
vehicle can provide correct measurement
of distance in curves.

Distance measured is affected by how
worn the tyres are, or the pressure in the
tyres.
Frequent calibration required.
Error can be introduced due to slippage
between encoder and wheel and poor
calibration.
Inaccuracies of up to 1-2% can be seen.
Ideally two encoders are required: on left
wheel and right wheel, to ensure distance
in curves is measured correctly.

Significantly more expensive
Newer technology, so not such a proven
track record
Can be adversely affected by wet/damp
road surfaces

HiSPEQ2E: 3.2.5
Distance measurements provided
You will have defined your requirements for the units and the resolution for the distance
measurements in section 1.2 of the HiSPEQ2 template. The information provided in the
equipment template should inform you what distance measurements are provided by the
equipment and the units and resolution defined, thus allowing a direct comparison with the
survey requirements.
Similarly, you will have set out your requirements for the longitudinal spacing of other
measurements using the other HiSPEQ templates (HiSPEQ3 to 7). The smallest of these
spacings will determine the minimum frequency or maximum spacing with which the
equipment will need to report distance. For example, if you require longitudinal and
transverse profile with measurements at a longitudinal spacing of 100mm, then the distance
will need to be reported at a maximum spacing of, probably, no more than half this, ~50mm.
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Alternatively, it will need to be reported at a frequency of v/0.005 per second, where v is the
maximum survey speed likely (e.g. the maximum posted speed on your network) in units of
m/s i.e. for a maximum survey speed of 100km/h (=27.8m/s), the minimum frequency
required to provide distance measurements at 50mm spacing, or less is 5560 times per
second.
HiSPEQ2E: 3.2.6
Accuracy of distance measurements
The template asks that a definition of the accuracy of the measurement of distance travelled
is provided in terms of the average error (in %) in the measurements provided by the system.
The answer given should be compared to the requirement for distance accuracy that you will
have stated in section 3.1 of the HiSPEQ2 template, in order to determine whether the
equipment is accurate enough for your requirements.
The equipment template also requests that an explanation of whether/how the system is
affected by road geometry, driving speed, tyre wear, temperature etc. If a vehicle travels in a
left hand bend, the right hand wheels will travel further than the left hand wheels due to the
curvature and vice versa for a right hand bend. Thus a vehicle that has a rotary encoder
fitted to just one of its wheels will not be able to provide accurate distance measurements on
bends.
Also, a rotary encoder uses the circumference of the tyre to calculate the distance travelled.
Thus, anything that changes the circumference of the tyre (e.g. tyre pressure, wear, vehicle
load) will have an effect on the accuracy of the distance measured. Note that tyre pressure
is affected by the temperature of the air inside it, so may change from the start of the survey
day, when the tyres will be cold, to the end of the day, when the tyres will be warm. HiSPEQ
has seen evidence that up to half an hour can be required on large vehicles for the tyres to
reach a stable temperature/pressure.

HiSPEQ2E: 3.3 Measurement of survey speed
HiSPEQ2E: 3.3.1
How the speed measurement system operates
A description of the technical method that the equipment employs to measure survey speed
should be provided.
Most contractors are likely to calculate vehicle speed from the distance measurement system
and, if they are using a non-contact encoder, the measurement will be provided directly from
the equipment. However, they may also choose to obtain the speed directly from the
vehicle’s speedometer (by reading the vehicle’s CANBus) or use GNSS velocity. These two
methods are discussed below.
Vehicle speedometer: A vehicle’s speed is either measured by a rotation sensor mounted in
the transmission, which delivers a series of electronic pulses whose frequency corresponds
to the (average) rotational speed of the driveshaft, and therefore the vehicle's speed.
Alternatively, the pulses may come from the ABS wheel sensors (which act like low cost
magnetic rotary encoders - see above). A computer then converts the pulses to a speed.
Equipment that can read the communications between the computer and the instruments
(which travel via the CANBus) can then have access to this speed data.
Most speedometers have tolerances of some ±10%, mainly due to variations in tyre
diameter2 and thus this method of speed measurement may not be as accurate as when
using the distance measurement system.

2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speedometer
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GNSS velocity: GNSS receivers estimate velocity either by differencing two consecutive
positions or by using Doppler measurements related to user-satellite motion. The former
approach is the most simple to implement, but it has poor accuracy (a metre per second). In
contrast, Doppler frequency shifts of the received signal produced by the relative motion of
the vehicle and the satellite enables velocity accuracy of a few centimetres per second. This
level of accuracy may not be achievable when the vehicle is moving at a slow speed.
As with location measurement, speed measurements based on GNSS velocity will be
affected by signal availability.
HiSPEQ2E: 3.3.2
Accuracy of speed measurement
A definition of the accuracy of the measurement of survey speed, in terms of the average
error (in m/s) in the measurements, should be provided, along with an explanation as to
whether/how the system is affected by road geometry, driving speed, tyre wear, temperature
etc.
The answer given should be compared to the requirement for distance accuracy that you will
have stated in section 3.1 of the HiSPEQ2 template, in order to determine whether the
equipment is accurate enough for your requirements.

HiSPEQ2E: 4 Data formats
The information provided in this section should help you to determine whether the equipment
is capable of delivering data in a format that can easily be loaded into the processing or
viewing software, or, for parameter data, into your database or Pavement Management
System.

HiSPEQ2E: 5 Evidence of performance
The equipment provider should provide evidence of performance of their device for similar
projects.
The information may cover:
General tests: Description of the results of any formal tests that have been carried out to
test and demonstrate the performance of the equipment under conditions such as those that
will be encountered in network surveys.
Formal Accreditation tests: If specific accreditation tests have been carried out on the
equipment, the provider will provide a description of these, including the performance
requirements that have been tested against and the performance achieved. They will also
include information about whether tests against international standards have been carried
out and what the performance was.
Use in network surveys: the equipment provider should provide a description of the
equipment’s use in network surveys, including the lengths surveyed.

HiSPEQ2E: 6 Calibration regimes
Whilst most equipment is provided with a calibration certificate from the manufacture, some
equipment’s performance can change over time because of the stresses endured during
surveying. For such equipment, there is a need to ensure that the recorded measurements
are converted to the correct value for the required measurement e.g. that the current tyre
circumference is being used in the calculation of distance by a rotary encoder. This is known
as calibration.
The survey contractor should implement regular calibration of their equipment (where
appropriate), performed regularly or according to the schedule recommended by the
manufacturer. They will use this section to describe the required calibration regimes for the
equipment and how often this calibration is required.
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The Information provided in this section is about calibration on individual components of the
equipment, not necessarily the systems as a whole (Case Study 3).
Case Study 1: Calibration of distance measurement system
The circumference of a tyre can change over time, either through change in the pressure, or through
tyre wear. Even small changes in the circumference can have a large effect on the elapsed distance
measured during a survey, if a rotary encoder is used. Therefore, there is a need for regular
calibration of these kinds of systems.
The vehicle should be driven over a straight section of road, which is at least 400m in length and for
which accurate distance measurements have been obtained. The measured distance and the actual
distance travelled should be used to calculate the current circumference of the tyre and this used to
calculate distance measurements in subsequent surveys.
Note: for robust calibration the test must be carried out with tyres at their normal operating
temperature and pressure, and at a speed that is representative of real survey speeds. The approach
of starting from a standstill at the start of the length and ending at a standstill at the end of the 400m
length is not robust. Ideally the system will use an automated method to record the start and end of
the 400m length as the vehicle travels over it at normal survey speed.

HiSPEQ2E: 7 QA regimes
The equipment provider is asked to describe the processes that are recommended for testing
(accreditation / validation) and quality assurance of the equipment in this section. Their
response should be focussed on the quality assurance of the equipment itself, and tests
applied to the equipment, and should not refer to QA certification of the contractor or
manufacturer.

HiSPEQ2E: 8 Other
The equipment provider will use this section to present any other information about the
equipment which they consider to be of relevance to understanding the equipment and its
performance.
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HiSPEQ3E
EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE PAVEMENT
TRANSVERSE EVENNESS
HiSPEQ3E: 1 Summary of Equipment
This guidance document addresses only high-speed measurement systems intended for
application at the network level. The summary is intended to provide a brief overview and a
photograph of the system, with more detail presented in the following sections.

HiSPEQ3E: 2 Description
Transverse profile is defined by the vertical deviation of the pavement surface from a
horizontal reference perpendicular to the direction of travel. Transverse evenness is a
measure of the variation within this transverse profile. High-speed devices for measurement
of pavement transverse evenness can measure at traffic speed. Measurements are carried
out using sensors which are mounted on a vehicle. They measure the distance to points on
the pavement surface. Using contactless sensors, transverse profile can be measured by
either a number of single point sensors to build up an estimation of the transverse profile as
a set of discrete points (e.g. 100mm spacings), or by a continuously measuring sensor giving
the full transverse profile (i.e. points spaced only a few mm apart).
Therefore systems for measurement of pavement transverse evenness may be divided into
two main classes: point-based methods and continuous methods. This classification depends
on the amount of points collected per transverse profile. According to the technology the
systems are categorized into four groups: Ultrasonic, Point Laser, Optic and Scanning Laser.
Ultrasonic and Point Laser are point-based methods and the Optic and Scanning Laser are
continuous methods.

Figure 5: Classification of Equipment for Measurement of Pavement Transverse Evenness
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HiSPEQ3E: 2.1 Point-based system
The point-based systems measure the distance to the pavement surface using sensors fixed
to a bar which is usually mounted on the front of the survey vehicle. The numbers of sensors
can vary: from a basic configuration of 3 points to denser configuration of 28 points or more.
In some cases to extend the coverage width the device has additional wings or the sensors
are positioned at a specific angle (Figure 6). The sensors can either be ultrasonic or lasers.
For more accuracy you need a greater number of sensors. But more ultrasonic sensors
placed in a bar (closely to each other) may cause interference. Laser sensors don’t have this
problem and are much faster than ultrasonic sensors. However, ultrasonic sensors are less
expensive than lasers and, therefore, ultrasonic systems usually contain a larger number of
sensors than laser systems.

Figure 6: Roadstar http://www.salzburg.gv.at/leistungskatalog_roadstar.pdf
A disadvantage of both point-based systems is their inability to compensate for variation in
the measurement of the pavement surface. When the same section is measured twice, it is
difficult to repeat exactly the same driving line as the first survey. With the limited width and
resolution of point sensors it is often found that the results differ slightly between runs, when
control of the driving line is poor. Continuous systems, on the other hand, deal with this issue
more effectively, and therefore they are ideally less affected by the lateral placement of the
survey vehicle.

Figure 7: Typical profilometer with a number of laser sensors detecting the
transverse profile [SOURCE: VTI, SWEDEN]
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HiSPEQ3E: 2.2 Continuous system
HiSPEQ3E: 2.2.1
Laser Light-Section method
Another method used to measure the transverse profile is laser light-section sensors
(optical). These shine a flat plane of laser light onto the road and a camera looks at the
resultant line as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Light section method on Transverse Profile
http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1902&context=etd
The process of working is:




The camera image is digitized;
The line of light is recognized and recorded as raw data;
The raw data is corrected to convert it into points in the real world.

These systems can more effectively measure area of the pavement beyond the sides of the
vehicle than point laser systems, thus enabling measurements covering the whole width of
the road and can provide a high resolution profile (i.e. >200 points). An example of such a
system is shown in Example 1.
However, often two or more laser systems are required on the vehicle to provide
measurements of the whole width of the road and, if a continuous transverse profile is
required, these two profiles need to be joined together. This process is challenging and can
sometimes lead to a step being visible in the middle of the transverse profile (Case Study 2).
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Example 1: The Pavemetric LRMS system
The Laser Rut Measurement System (LRMS) is a profiling device that detects and characterizes
pavement rutting. This system uses two laser profilers, mounted to the rear of a vehicle. The profilers
use high-power pulsed infrared laser line projectors and specially designed cameras to create a
transverse profile of the roadway surface. The system can operate in full daylight or at night time.
The LRMS can acquire full 4m width profiles of a highway lane at normal traffic speeds, using two 3D
laser profilers that provide transverse profiles consisting of 1280 points.

Figure 9: Laser Rut Measurement System (LRMS),
http://www.pavemetrics.com/pdf/laser_rut.pdf

Case Study 2: Issues seen when joining two halves of a transverse profile
In the UK, transverse profiles, covering more than the whole width of the lane (a minimum of 3.8m),
are required to be delivered by the surveys. Two laser light-section lasers are often used to measure
these profiles and there can be issues when creating a continuous transverse profile from the
measurements from the two sensors, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Steps in the middle of the transverse profile, caused by poor joining of
data from two laser light-section sensors
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HiSPEQ3E: 2.2.2
Multi-functional vehicle
The measurement of transverse profile can be made alongside measurements of other
pavement properties, such as longitudinal profile, imaging, texture etc. (Example 2).

Example 2: Multi-functional vehicle
Some systems can provide a combination of some measurements like pavement rutting and crack
detection. This Multi-functional Vehicle combines transverse profile measurement with an imaging
system, to collect images of the road surface. It can also be equipped with a crack measurement
system.

Figure 11: Multi-functional Vehicle
http://komsa.com.tr/sites/komsa/files/brosur/18_dynatest_mfv_brochure.pdf
HiSPEQ3E: 2.2.3
Scanning Laser Sensor
The transverse profile can also be measured with a single high resolution laser scanner.
Scanning lasers utilise a rotating mirror to steer a laser beam across the width of the road,
thus measuring a high resolution transverse profile. These systems have the advantage over
current laser light-section sensors, as they are able to provide a single continuous
measurement across the whole width of the road. An example of such a system is provided
in Example 3.
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Example 3: The Fraunhofer PPS
The scanner is fixed to the measurement vehicle at a height of 3m and measures across a span of
4m. The system can be fitted to standard vehicles and the scanner is no bigger than a shoe box.

Figure 12: Pavement Profile Scanner Fraunhofer,
http://www.ipm.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/ipm/en/PDFs/Product%20sheet/OF/LSC/pavement-profilescanner.pdf
An octagonal mirror construction rotates inside the scanner and steers the laser beam across the road
perpendicular to the direction the vehicle is traveling in. An acquisition angle of 70 degrees enables
the device to scan the entire width of any road which is up to four meters wide. The signal is reflected
from the asphalt back to the scanner, where it hits a detector chip. The distance between the scanner
and the surface of the road can be inferred from how long it takes the laser light to travel back, and
measurements are accurate to between 0.15 and 0.3 mm.
Unlike conventional measurement equipment (i.e. single point sensors), there is no need for broad
attachments to be fitted to the vehicle. It must merely be ensured that the orientation and position of
the measurement vehicle are known – an easy task for Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
and an inertial measurement system. According to its developers, the measurements of the system
are unaffected by external light conditions and can be executed at speeds of up to 100 km/h (62 mph).

http://www.robaid.com/tech/faster-and-more-precise-way-to-scan-road-surface.htm

Figure 13: Pavement Profile Scanner Fraunhofer – Results,
http://www.erpug.org/media/files/forelasningar_2013/10_Alexander_Reiterer_Fra
unehofer%20institute_Laser%20scanning%20technology.pdf
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HiSPEQ3E: 3 Technical capability
HiSPEQ3E: 3.1 Minimum and maximum measurement width
It is recommended that the transverse profile measurements cover the full width of the lane
being surveyed, to ensure that the full transverse shape of the lane is captured. Thus, for
road networks including major highways, an administration should require the equipment to
provide quite wide transverse profiles e.g. 3.5 to 4m in width. However, the requirement may
be only 3m if all of the lanes on the road network are narrower than 3m. Note: If the
measurement width is wider than the lane being surveyed, the rut depth calculation will need
to be able to identify the edges of the lane, so that measurements from features outside of
the road e.g. kerbs, grass verges, will not be mistaken by the calculation software for the
edge of a rut.
In order to determine whether the equipment is suitable, you will need to check whether the
minimum measurement width meets the requirements that you have set in your survey
specification. If the measurement width exceeds the width of your network, you will need to
be aware that measurements from outside of the lane will need to be excluded from the
parameter calculation.

HiSPEQ3E: 3.2 Measurement points and distance
The number of measurement points in a transverse profile, the layout and the distance
between the points, will affect the accuracy and repeatability of any parameter calculated
from the transverse profile e.g. rut depths. Therefore, HiSPEQ has recommended that
transverse profiles be required to contain at least 20 measurement points, preferably more,
but a maximum of 100 points is needed to obtain consistent rutting measurements. It was
also recommended that the measurements should be evenly spaced, with a maximum
spacing of 150 mm between the measurement points.
The information given to answer the ‘number of measurement points’ question will help you
determine whether the equipment can provide the number of measurement points required
and whether the points are adequately spaced across the width of the lane.

HiSPEQ3E: 3.3 Spacing between the transverse profiles
The acquisition spacing is the longitudinal separation between each measured transverse
profile, whilst the reporting spacing is the longitudinal separation between each profile used
in the rut depth (or other parameter) calculation. The reporting spacing is either larger than,
or the same size as the acquisition spacing. Often, for transverse profile, the acquisition
spacing is the same as the reporting spacing.
The acquisition spacing will affect the accuracy of the reported transverse profile: A reported
transverse profile obtained by taking the average of (e.g.) 5 measured profiles is likely to be
more accurate than the transverse profile from just one measurement. The reporting interval
used will affect the parameters calculated from the data e.g. rut depths.
The requirement, given in HiSPEQ3, for the acquisition spacing between transverse profiles
is 0.1 m or less. This is to allow – beside the pavement management purposes – a detailed
investigation of e.g. water run-off problems at accident hot spots. No requirement is given for
the reporting spacing.

HiSPEQ3E: 3.4 Vertical accuracy of measurement
The vertical accuracy of each measurement point can affect the accuracy of the rut depths
calculated from the measurements. HiSPEQ has recommended that the vertical accuracy of
each measurement point of the transverse profile should be 0.1 mm or better.
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HiSPEQ3E: 3.5 Transverse measurement reporting
How the transverse profile measurements are reported as default may affect how easily they
can be input to the parameter calculation software. HiSPEQ suggests that transverse profile
measurements should be reported in mm, to a resolution of at least 1 decimal place.
Transverse profile reported using more than 2 decimal places is unlikely to provide any
benefit in terms of accuracy (of rut measurement).

HiSPEQ3E: 3.6 Road markings
The presence of road markings can have a large effect on the calculated rut depth: Some
may be quite thick, which will result in falsely large rut depths being reported, whilst the
reflective nature of some may cause inaccuracies in the measurements provided by a laser
based system. Therefore HiSPEQ has recommended that any transverse profile
measurement affected by the presence of road markings should be marked as unreliable and
not included in the rut depth calculation.
The equipment template asks whether/how the equipment is affected by the presence of
road markings and, if the accuracy of the system is affected by these features then an
indication of the magnitude of the effect on the reported measurements should be provided,
along with whether and how this is dealt with. The answer to this question will give you an
indication of whether the equipment provider has considered this issue or not.

HiSPEQ3E: 3.7 Transverse inclination of the measurement device
If you wish to use the transverse profile measurements to calculate water film thickness, in
order to identify sections with poor water run-off, you will need the equipment to record the
transverse inclination of the measurement device for each measured profile.

HiSPEQ3E: 3.8 Measurement speeds
Some measurement systems are affected by survey speed. Whilst this is not usually the
case for transverse profile systems, this question allows the equipment provider to confirm
this, or to inform you of speed limitations of their equipment.

HiSPEQ3E: 3.9 Effect of survey conditions on measurements
Current practice for measurement of transverse profile is to use either fixed point lasers, or a
scanning laser, or projected line, to measure the shape of the road surface. Laser
measurement systems are affected by the amount of water present on the road surface and
measurements made with these systems, when the road is damp or wet, can generally be
considered unreliable.
The equipment template requests that the equipment provider states whether their
equipment can meet the stated accuracy for vertical accuracy when the pavement is wet or
damp. If the equipment uses any of the technology listed above (HiSPEQ3E:2), it is likely to
be affected by a wet or damp surface but should be ok on pavements that are drying out.

HiSPEQ3E: 4 Data formats
The information provided in this section should help you to determine whether the equipment
is capable of delivering data in a format that can easily be loaded into the processing or
viewing software, or, for parameter data into your database or Pavement Management
System.
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HiSPEQ3E: 5 Evidence of performance
The equipment provider should provide evidence of performance of their device for similar
projects.
The information may cover:
General tests: Description of the results of any formal tests that have been carried out to
test and demonstrate the performance of the equipment under conditions such as those that
will be encountered in network surveys.
Formal Accreditation tests: If specific accreditation tests have been carried out on the
equipment, the provider will provide a description of these, including the performance
requirements that have been tested against and the performance achieved. They will also
include information about whether tests against international standards have been carried
out and what the performance was.
Use in network surveys: the equipment provider should provide a description of the
equipment’s use in network surveys, including the lengths surveyed.

HiSPEQ3E: 6 Calibration regimes
Whilst most equipment is provided with a calibration certificate from the manufacture, some
equipment’s performance can change over time because of the stresses endured during
surveying. For such equipment, there is a need to ensure that the recorded measurements
are converted to the correct value for the required measurement i.e. that voltages recorded
by a laser are converted correctly to distance. This is known as calibration.
The survey contractor should implement regular calibration of their equipment (where
appropriate), performed regularly or according to the schedule recommended by the
manufacturer. They will use this section to describe the required calibration regimes for the
equipment and how often this calibration is required.
The Information provided in this section is about calibration on individual components of the
equipment, not the systems as a whole. You don’t tend to calibrate an entire transverse
profile system, you calibrate individual lasers etc. (Case Study 3).
Case Study 3: Calibration of lasers
Fixed or scanning laser sensors can be calibrated by placing a perfectly horizontal and smooth
surface, at a known distance, beneath the laser. The horizontal surface can be provided by a
specially designed container filled with milk or a smooth bar, placed on a flat floor. If the test medium
is not liquid the bar will need feet that allow it to be adjusted to horizontal.

HiSPEQ3E: 7 QA regimes
The equipment provider is asked to describe the processes that are recommended for testing
(accreditation / validation) and quality assurance of the equipment in this section. Their
response should be focussed on the quality assurance of the equipment itself, and tests
applied to the equipment, and should not refer to QA certification of the contractor or
manufacturer.

HiSPEQ3E: 8 Other
The equipment provider will use this section to present any other information about the
equipment which they consider to be of relevance to understanding the equipment and its
performance.
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HiSPEQ4E
EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE PAVEMENT
LONGITUDINAL EVENNESS
HiSPEQ4E: 1 Summary of Equipment
This guidance document addresses only high-speed measurement systems intended for
application at the network level. The summary is intended to provide a brief overview and a
photograph of the system, with more detail presented in the following sections.

HiSPEQ4E: 2 Description
Longitudinal evenness is related to ride quality and has an impact on the durability of the
road. Unevenness leads to a dynamic increase in wheel loads that shortens the life of a
road, especially if a road has a high proportion of heavy vehicles. Increased wheel loads
occur locally concentrated where single obstacles in the wheel tracks are located and
accelerate the deterioration process there. Today the vast majority of longitudinal evenness
measurement equipment that collects data at traffic speed can be assigned to two principles:
(1) GM inertial profiler
(2) HRM profiler.
Both principles are discussed further in the following sub-sections but Table 1 summarises
the advantages and limitations of both systems.

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of the two measurement principles for
longitudinal profile
Measurement
principle

GM inertial
profiler

HRM profiler

Advantage

Disadvantage

The measurement
hardware is rather
inexpensive as only a
vertical accelerometer and
one displacement sensor is
needed

GM inertial profilers do not give accurate results at
low speeds due to inevitable drift of the
accelerometer. Lateral acceleration or deceleration
also induces inaccuracies; conditions which often
appear in stop-and-go traffic. A certain minimum
speed and limited accelerations/decelerations can be
set during the accreditation process to take these
limitations into account.

The system is compact
which gives opportunity to
mount several on a survey
vehicle.

Laser triangulation sensors do not work properly on
wet surfaces.

The measurement is
independent of the speed
of the vehicle.

HRM equipment requires 4 sensors longitudinally
mounted on a 2m or 4m beam, so is more complex to
construct, and possibly more expensive

The measurement should
be correct even in stop/start
conditions

In curves with small radius, the constraint that each
point of the profile has to be measured by all four
sensors is not met due to the length of the beam.
The sampling interval is determined by the distance
of the short side of the asymmetric system
Laser triangulation sensors do not work properly on
wet surfaces.
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As can be seen from Table 1, GM inertial profilers are not able to measure accurately at low
speeds, or in situations where heavy acceleration or braking occurs. Thus, there is likely to
be a speed below which an inertial profiler is not able to provide accurate data.
HiSPEQ4E: 2.1.1
GM Inertial profiler
The GM inertial profiler was developed in the 1960s in the USA (by GM labs, hence its
name) and has been developed further through the years. The measurement is done
contactless. Three subsystems are used to collect the longitudinal road profile: the first
system measures the vertical movement of the measurement vehicle and provides the
inertial reference for the second system: a displacement sensor is used to measure the
distance of the car to the road (profile). When the displacement of the second system is
subtracted from the first, the result is the longitudinal road profile. The third subsystem is a
distance measurement unit (DMI) that records the travelled distance at each measurement.
The first system is usually realized using an accelerometer that measures the vertical
accelerations of the survey vehicle. Using double integration, the vertical movement of the
survey vehicle is calculated from the accelerations.
The second system makes use of a contactless displacement sensor (nowadays usually a
triangulation laser sensor) and measures the distance from the inertial system to the road
surface.
The overlay of the two systems makes the measurement independent from the vertical
movement of the car. Both systems have to be synchronized to provide an accurate result.
The sampling interval of the resulting profile is not determined by the system itself but can be
chosen using by adjusting measurement speed and timing of the data acquisition. A
resampling to a 0.1 m sampling interval is very common.

Accelerometer

Displacement
sensor

Distance measurement unit
(DMI)

Figure 14: Components of GM inertial profiler
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Figure 15: Example output of the two subsystems of the inertial profiler (top:
vertical movement of car, middle: displacement measurement to road
surface) and resulting road profile (bottom) on a concrete road
surface.
HiSPEQ4E: 2.1.2
HRM profiler
The HRM profiler was developed in the UK in the 1980s by TRL. It uses the principle of resampling of the same point on the road surface with four sensors mounted on a rigid beam.
That means that each point of a road profile is measured four times, with each sensor. (Point
“C” in Figure 17 and Figure 18) The equipment consists of a rigid beam, usually 2 or 4 m
long with four contactless displacement sensors. The four sensors form two systems, called
“symmetric” (Figure 17) and “asymmetric” system (Figure 18). The beam is moved along the
road profile and the two systems measure the displacement to the road for each sensor.
Again, a distance measurement unit is used to ensure that each profile point if the road
surface is measured by each sensor. It is not necessary that the beam itself is kept
horizontal. From the measurements, a symmetric (which covers the longer wavelengths) and
an asymmetric profile (which covers the shorter wavelengths) are calculated. By combining
the two profiles, a road surface profile covering the whole wavelength range is derived. The
shortest interval a road profile can be sampled is determined by the short distance of the
asymmetric system (0.1 m in Figure 16).

Figure 16: Example of a HRM profile with a 2 m beam
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Figure 17: One step of the symmetric profile

Figure 18: One step of the asymmetric profile
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Figure 19: Example of HRM profiler output: Short wavelengths profile from
asymmetric system (top), long wavelengths profile from symmetric
system (middle) and resulting filtered profile (bottom).

HiSPEQ4E: 3 Technical capability
HiSPEQ4E: 3.1 Measurement line and wheel path definition
Where to measure and how to position and mount the measurement system on the vehicle
are the most important issues when we measure the longitudinal profile.
HiSPEQ recommends that the longitudinal profile should be measured in the nearside wheel
path as a minimum requirement but that measurements in the offside wheelpath should also
be included. The two measurement lines should be between 1.5 and 1.8m apart, to match
the gauge of a truck.
If the equipment only provides longitudinal profile in the nearside, or if the distance between
the two measurements is not between 1.5 and 1.8m, then the measurements are likely to
miss the areas where the most evenness problems are to be expected.

HiSPEQ4E: 3.2 Vertical accuracy of measurement points
To identify the vertical accuracy of measurement points, the participants are asked to provide
information of the accuracy, and to define the class according to EN 13036-6:2008.
The vertical accuracy of each measurement point can affect the accuracy of ride quality.
Therefore the recommendation of HiSPEQ is that the vertical accuracy of each measurement
point of the longitudinal profile should be 0.1 mm or better.

HiSPEQ4E: 3.3 Longitudinal profile measurement reporting
The longitudinal profile measurement reporting depends on the client’s needs and the
software used and may affect how easily and fast the data can be input into a parameter.
Therefore it is recommended that the longitudinal profile measurements be reported in mm,
to a resolution of 1 decimal place.
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HiSPEQ4E: 3.4 Longitudinal spacing of measurement points
As discussed in HISPEQ4 the longitudinal spacing of measurement points (sampling interval)
can have an effect on the accuracy of any parameters calculated. HiSPEQ recommends that
longitudinal spacing between profile points should be at most 0.1 m.

HiSPEQ4E: 3.5 Wavelength range of profile
The wavelength range of the longitudinal profiles is defined in EN 13036-5 to be between 0.5
and 50m.
If the profile, provided by the equipment includes smaller wavelengths than 0.5m,then the
profile will include smaller features like cracks and small potholes in the longitudinal profile.
These features are usually evaluated using the assessment of surface deterioration
(HiSPEQ5). Similarly, if the profile includes wavelengths longer than 50m, it will then include
features of the vertical alignment like crests of hills and valleys. These are not a result of
defects.
Thus, if the equipment does provide profile including wavelengths <0.5 or >50m, the
wavelength range of the longitudinal profile should be filtered (by the survey provider) to
remove these unwanted wavelengths.

HiSPEQ4E: 3.6 Measurement speeds
Some measurement systems may be affected by survey speed, so it may be necessary to
define a minimum speed for valid measurements. As discussed above, the GM inertial
profiler uses an accelerometer to correct for vehicle movement. In practice it has been found
that the quality of data provided by the accelerometer is affected by the survey vehicle’s
speed and its acceleration/deceleration and the system may not provide reliable data when
the vehicle is travelling below 20km/h or accelerating/decelerating in excess of 1-2m/s2. To
ensure data of acceptable quality when the contractor is using a GM system, the
accreditation tests should include a number of repeat surveys under controlled conditions.
The results from these repeat surveys can show the minimum survey speed for the collection
of longitudinal profile data. Similarly, an upper limit for acceleration and deceleration can be
defined.
Measurement systems based on the HRM principle do not use accelerometers and thus are
unaffected by survey speed.

HiSPEQ4E: 3.7 Effect of survey conditions on measurements
Both principles of longitudinal profile measurement (GM and HRM) are based on laser
measurement. When the road is damp or wet that has influence on the laser measurement
system and thence on the data.
The equipment providers have been asked to describe any other survey conditions
(temperature, humidity, road geometry) that affect the ability of their equipment. They may
report that high or low temperatures and tining (grooves) on concrete surfaces affect the
repeatability of collecting the longitudinal profile. Cracking or distresses in the wheel path
also affect the data especially when collecting with spot lasers.

HiSPEQ4E: 4 Data formats
The information provided in this section should help you to determine whether the equipment
is capable of delivering data in a format that can easily be loaded into the processing or
viewing software, or, for parameter data into your database or Pavement Management
System.
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HiSPEQ4E: 5 Evidence of performance
The equipment provider should provide evidence of performance of their device for similar
projects.
The information may cover:
General tests: Description of the results of any formal tests that have been carried out to
test and demonstrate the performance of the equipment under conditions such as those that
will be encountered in network surveys.
Formal Accreditation tests: If specific accreditation tests have been carried out on the
equipment, the provider will provide a description of these, including the performance
requirements that have been tested against and the performance achieved. They will also
include information about whether tests against international standards have been carried
out and what the performance was.
Use in network surveys: the equipment provider should provide a description of the
equipment’s use in network surveys, including the lengths surveyed.

HiSPEQ4E: 6 Calibration regimes
Whilst most equipment is provided with a calibration certificate from the manufacture, some
equipment’s performance can change over time because of the stresses endured during
surveying. For such equipment, there is a need to ensure that the recorded measurements
are converted to the correct value for the required measurement i.e. that voltages recorded
by a laser are converted correctly to distance. This is known as calibration.
The survey contractor should implement regular calibration of their equipment (where
appropriate), performed regularly or according to the schedule recommended by the
manufacturer. They will use this section to describe the required calibration regimes for the
equipment and how often this calibration is required.
The Information provided in this section is about calibration on individual components of the
equipment, not the systems as a whole. You don’t tend to calibrate an entire longitudinal
profile system, you calibrate individual lasers etc.
Examples of how longitudinal profile lasers can be calibrated are presented in Case Study 4
and Case Study 5. The contractor should be able to inform you as to whether their systems
need calibration and, if so, how often and what they do to carry out calibration.
Case Study 4: Calibration of GM longitudinal profile system
A GM longitudinal profile system usually consists of a laser sensor and an accelerometer. The laser
sensor can be calibrated by placing a machined bar, with machined notches of known depth, beneath
the laser. The bar is then moved relative to the vehicle, so that the laser measures along the length of
the bar. The measurements recorded can then be used to calibrate the laser.
In order to calibrate the whole system, the contractor could survey a number of carefully selected test
sites at a number of different speeds. If the data collected matches that from previous surveys with
the same device, or other devices in their vehicle fleet, then the system can be considered to be
sufficiently calibrated.
Note: This calibration will only occur when the system is first built and then when upgrades or major
changes are made to the system.

Case Study 5: Calibration of HRM longitudinal profile system
Individual lasers are calibrated, to ensure correct reporting of height measurements.
The geometrical placement of the four lasers is very important, when calculating longitudinal profile
from an HRM system. To check this, a bespoke plate can be used, which has holes drilled in the
precise positions that each laser should measure in.
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HiSPEQ4E: 7 QA regimes
The equipment provider has been asked to describe the processes that are recommended
for testing (accreditation / validation) and quality assurance of the equipment in this section.
Their response should be focussed on the quality assurance of the equipment itself, and
tests applied on the equipment, and should not refer to QA certification of the contractor or
manufacturer.

HiSPEQ4E: 8 Other
The equipment provider will use this section to present any other information about the
equipment which they consider to be of relevance to understanding the equipment and its
performance.
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HiSPEQ5E
EQUIPMENT TO RECORD DOWNWARD
FACING IMAGES
HiSPEQ5E: 1 Summary of Equipment
This guidance document addresses only high-speed measurement systems intended for
application at the network level. The summary is intended to provide a brief overview and a
photograph of the system, with more detail presented in the following sections.

HiSPEQ5E: 2 Description
The main method to determine the pavement surface deterioration is to collect images or
videos using one or more downward facing cameras mounted on a vehicle. These are then
evaluated to identify deterioration, either manually or automatically. For manual evaluation a
human operator assesses each image against a catalogue of surface defects. In automatic
processing, software is used to detect the pavement cracks.
The images may be collected using cameras that collect traditional 2D greyscale images.
Alternatively, there are systems available that can provide 3D greyscale images. The
advantage of these systems (in comparison to walked inspections) is that they can operate
24 hours per day as long as the pavement is dry and clean without closing the road. The
main disadvantages are: cost, high quantity of data and need for processing3.

Figure 20: Classification of equipment for pavement surface deterioration
measurement

3

Source: “State Of The Art In Monitoring Road Condition And Road/Vehicle Interaction”, Version 5: 29
May 2015. This report has been prepared by the working group 4.2.1 of the Technical Committee 4.2
Road Pavements of the World Road Association (PIARC).
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HiSPEQ5E: 2.1 2D Imaging Systems
2D images are derived using two types of downward facing cameras – area scan cameras
and line scan cameras (Figure 21).
Area scan cameras work like a normal photo camera; they take two-dimensional images
(Case Study 6). Typically more than one camera is required to cover the lane width e.g. one
image covers half of a lane width so that 2 cameras are mounted in parallel to cover the
whole lane. Usually the images are stacked together afterwards (see Figure 23 below). To
eliminate the varying lighting conditions and shadowing, stroboscopic spotlights are used that
flash with every image taken. Artefacts from the lighting or shadows are visible as recurring
patterns in the stacked images (see Figure 23 below).
The sensors on line scan cameras only cover one line, perpendicular to the direction of travel
(e.g. 1px by 4000 px), and the lines are then stacked vertically to get – in theory – an
infinitely long picture band consisting of the lines (Case Study 7). In practice a finite number
of lines are used to form an image e.g. 3000 lines of 4000 px width could be used to form an
image that is in common 4:3 format. The lighting system differs from the one used with area
scan cameras. Here, only a small area across the road has to be illuminated (see Figure 24).
This can be done using flash or constant lighting. Typical lighting problems are that the areas
at the margins are darker and brightness may vary in the transverse direction.

Figure 21: Example 2D Imaging System
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Case Study 6: Area scan cameras

Figure 22: Examples of survey vehicle using area scan cameras (three grey devices on
top) and stroboscopic flashes as lighting systems (at the bottom rear).

Figure 23: Stacked images produced by area scan cameras.
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Case Study 7: Line scan camera

Figure 24: Examples of survey vehicle using line scan cameras (not visible, at the top)
and constant LED illumination. Only the small bright slash is covered by
the line scan camera. Source: Greenwood Eng.

Table 2 summarises the advantages and limitations of 2D systems.

Table 2: Advantages and limitations of the two measurement principles for 2D
Imaging System
Measurement
principle

Advantage

Limitation

Area scan cameras

It works like a normal photo
camera, and takes twodimensional images. The
measurement hardware is
rather inexpensive and easy to
work with.

Artefacts from the lighting or shadows
are visible as recurring patterns in the
stacked images.

Line scan cameras

It uses a single row of pixels
and so the lighting system only
needs to brighten a thin line of
the road surface.

Thorough timing of the exposure is
essential so that the created picture
does not contain gaps in vertical
direction.
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Usually stroboscopic lighting is used
that may be annoying for following
drivers.

HiSPEQ5E: 2.2 3D Laser imaging Systems
Novel systems are now available which capture the road surface in 3D using a projected
laser line that is filmed by a camera (Case Study 8). The otherwise straight laser line
deviates if surface defects are present. The deviation of the line is a measure of the depth.
These systems can produce images with the same ground resolution as image based
systems, but with additional depth information for each pixel. The acquired depth data is an
additional source of information for the assessment of surface defects and can help to
distinguish between open and flat features during evaluation (Figure 26).
Case Study 8: 3D image acquisition
Novel systems capture the road surface in 3D using a projected laser line (red in image below) that is
filmed by a camera (blue in image below). The deviation of the laser line is used to give a measure for
the depth of any feature present.

Figure 25: Example of a 3D image acquisition system - the LCMS (Laser Crack
Measurement System)

Figure 26: Software detection of defects
http://www.nwpma-online.org/presentations/2014/pavemetrics-johnlaurent.pdf
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Table 3 summarises the advantages and limitations of 3D systems.

Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of the 3D Imaging Systems
Advantage

Limitation

Provides height information, so that flat
features e.g. sealed cracks can be separated
from open features.

The images look quite different to 2D ones
and thus retraining may be required for a
human evaluating the images (Figure 27,
Figure 28).

3D information can be used as additional
information for automated crack detection.

Technology is complex and costly.

HiSPEQ5E: 2.3 Comparing 2D and 3D Laser imaging Systems
Deciding on the most appropriate system is likely to depend on the authority’s intended
application. It is the observation of HiSPEQ that manual analysis of 2D images can be very
reliably applied for the identification of defects at both network and project level.
The software required to process 2D images suffers problems for automated processing
resulting in missing defects (false negatives) and reporting non-crack defects as cracks (false
positives). There is some evidence that automation may be more successful for 3D images.
This is because the algorithms can make use of the depth data to emphasize the cracks
(Figure 27 and Figure 28). Also the depth data enables the algorithms to distiguish between
features such as sealed cracks and unsealed cracks.
However, making reliable use of the depth data in manual analysis is quite complex and
therefore the 3D data has not necessarily been shown to be of signficnat benefit in manual
evalation of the images. Indeed, it may be more useful to have access to Right of Way
(ROW) images to help in the manual evaluation process.

Figure 27: 2D and 3D Images for Asphalt
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Figure 28: 2D and 3D Images for Concrete
http://nwpma-online.org/presentations/2014/changemethodpavedatacollect-dynatest.pdf

HiSPEQ5E: 2.4 Multi-function Systems
Some survey vehicles can provide a combination of some measurements like pavement
rutting and crack detection.This Multi-functional Vehicle (Figure 29) combines a Laser Road
Imaging System (LRIS), which collected downward facing images of the road surface, a
Laser Crack Measurement System (LCMS) and a Road Surface Profiler (RSP), which
collects measurements of the transverse and longitudinal profiles.

Figure 29: Multi-functional device
a) Laser Road Imaging System b) Laser Rut Measuring System c) Road Surface Profiler

HiSPEQ5E: 3 Technical capability
HiSPEQ5E: 3.1 Covered ground widths
Whether the covered ground width, stated by the equipment provider, is sufficient will depend
on the widths of the lanes generally found on the network to be surveyed. HiSPEQ
recommends that the width covered by the downward facing images should be chosen
between 3.6 and 4 m. However, a smaller width may be acceptable for lanes that are
narrower than 3.6m.
[Note: If the measurement width of the pictures exceeds the width of the lane, it must be
ensured that the evaluation is restricted to the actual lane width to prevent the inclusion of
defects located in the adjacent lane.]
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HiSPEQ5E: 3.2 Lengths in the longitudinal direction
The images collected by current technology effectively provide a continuous image of the
pavement surface. However, this continuous “strip” is usually separated into individual
images, covering a set length. For example obtaining images that each cover a 5m length,
makes it more practical and functional to handle them. The ideal length for the individual
images to cover will depend will depend on the viewing system that the Road Authority uses.
For example if a width of 4m has been specified then a length of 3m per image would allow
each image to be viewed in true scale (1:1) on a 4:3 computer monitor.
How the equipment provider answers this question will help you to determine whether they
can meet your specific requirement for length covered by a single image, or whether the
length captured is fixed. If the latter and you have a specific requirement for your viewing
system, then extra work will be needed (either by the survey provider, or the Road
Administration), to enable the images to be viewed.

HiSPEQ5E: 3.3 Minimum ground resolution per pixel in the
transversal and in the longitudinal direction
The ground resolution per pixel in the transversal and in the longitudinal direction is the area
of the pavement surface contained in each image pixel. E.g. a transverse resolution of 1 mm
and longitudinal resolution of 2mm means that one pixel in the image corresponds to the
area of 1 x 2mm on the road surface.
The minimum ground resolution per pixel in the longitudinal and transverse direction
depends on the expected capability of the images for the identification of defects. It has
commonly been assumed that the pixel resolution can be related to the minimum crack width
that must be identified i.e. systems with a 2mm resolution may enable the detection of 2mm
cracks or wider. Thus, if there is e.g. a requirement to be able to identify features of width of
>2mm or length of 3mm, then a ground resolution of ≤3mm in the longitudinal direction and
≤2mm in the transverse direction would be sufficient.
For 3D images, the same minimum ground resolution requirements as for 2D systems apply.

HiSPEQ5E: 3.4 Measures to ensure evenly distributed illumination
across and along the image
A lighting system should be used to ensure evenly distributed illumination across and along
the image. This is very important to allow a proper evaluation of the surface deterioration
present, both for manual and for automatic evaluation. Poor illumination of the road surface
leads to insufficient evaluation of surface defects – often the defects are not visible any more
or the computer vision algorithm cannot evaluate the images due to the poor quality.

HiSPEQ5E: 3.5 Effect of wet or damp road surfaces on image quality
Some image systems are affected by the presence of damp or wet on the road surface:
Depending on the lighting method and the technique used to capture the images, flaring may
be seen in the images where there is water on the road. The equipment provider should use
this section to inform you if their equipment is affected by water on the road surface.
Note that, even if the image system is not affected by damp or wet, the identification of
surface deterioration using images of damp/wet surfaces is more challenging, and may result
in unreliable surface deterioration detection, particularly when using automatic evaluation.
Manual evaluation is less affected but the damp or wet patches on the images still make it
more difficult for the evaluator to consistently identify surface deterioration. Therefore the
recommendation in HiSPEQ5 is that the road surface is dry when surveying.
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HiSPEQ5E: 3.6 Effect of ambient light level on measurements on
image quality
The images recorded may be affected by ambient light levels. For example, if there is
insufficient lighting provided by the lighting system, the images may appear to be very dark
when the survey has taken place in low light levels e.g. winter, night time. Similarly, on very
bright sunny days, the images may look over-exposed, or there may be shadows of roadside
features (e.g. trees) captured in the images. Low sun can be a particular problem for image
systems. In any of these cases, the recorded images will likely cause under- or overreporting of surface deterioration, for both manual and automatic evaluation.
The question about the effect of ambient light levels will allow the equipment provider to
demonstrate that they are aware of these issues and whether they are actively trying to
eliminate these issues from the images captured by their equipment.

HiSPEQ5E: 3.7 Measurement speeds
The equipment provider will use this section to inform you if there are limitations on the
speeds with which the equipment can provide good quality images of the road surface. For
example, if an area scan camera takes 22 images per second, each covering a length of 1m,
if the vehicle travels in excess of 80 km/h the images collected will not provide a continuous
record of the road.
Alternatively, if a line-scan camera captures 1mm of the road at a frequency of 32kHz, if the
vehicle is travelling in excess of 115 km/h then the longitudinal resolution of the images will
be less than 1mm.

HiSPEQ5E: 3.8 Effect of other survey conditions on image quality
The equipment provider will use this section to inform you of any other survey conditions
(e.g. temperature, humidity, road geometry) that would affect the ability of the equipment to
provide good quality images.
For example, line-scan cameras may provide images that look good on lengths with high
curvature. However, if a road marking is captured in an image from e.g. a roundabout, it is
likely that this will look misshapen (Figure 30). Thus, whilst the equipment may seem to
provide good quality images in these conditions, the images may not represent what the road
surface actually looks like.
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Figure 30: Distortion of straight lines (joints on a concrete pavement) when
surveyed during cornering with a line scan image system (downward
image (left) and forward image (right))

HiSPEQ5E: 3.9 3D image acquisition
The vertical resolution per pixel defines the ability of the system to measure height of the
pavement, which is primarily associated with the ability to distinguish between “flat” features
such as sealed cracks and “open” features such as cracks. It is considered that a vertical
resolution of 0.5 mm or better and accuracy of vertical measurement of 1 mm or better
should enable the system to provide information suitable to distinguish between open and flat
features.

HiSPEQ5E: 4 Data formats
The information provided in this section should help you to determine whether the equipment
is capable of delivering data in a format that can easily be loaded into the processing or
viewing software, or, for parameter data into your database or Pavement Management
System.
It is recommended that standard formats for images (JPG, GIF, bmp) are used. This makes
the work with them easier and no additional software should be required. However, it is also
essential that the images are provided with location referencing data. The simplest way of
doing this is to have a separate data file containing a list of the names of each image
delivered and the image’s location (e.g. each line in the list states the image name, section,
distance, coordinates etc.).

HiSPEQ5E: 5 Evidence of performance
The equipment provider will use this section to present evidence of their equipment’s
performance for similar projects. This will include information about testing the quality of the
images (cameras, sensors, lighting system, etc.).
The information may cover:
General tests: Description of the results of any formal tests that have been carried out to
test and demonstrate the performance of the equipment under conditions such as those that
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will be encountered in network surveys e.g. ensuring good focus of the images and suitable
levels of contrast.
Formal Accreditation tests: If specific accreditation tests have been carried out on the
equipment, the provider will provide a description of these, including the performance
requirements that have been tested against and the performance achieved. They will also
include information about any tests against international standards and what the
performance was.
Use in network surveys: the equipment provider should provide a description of the
equipment’s use in network surveys, including the lengths surveyed.

HiSPEQ5E: 6 Calibration regimes
The Information provided in this section will tell you about the calibration of the image
system. It may be that the calibration will be for individual components of the equipment, e.g.
cameras, sensors, lighting system, etc., not the system as a whole.
For control and calibration HiSPEQ recommends that the equipment provider performs at
least the calibration recommended by the manufacturer of the equipment but they may
perform additional calibration also.

HiSPEQ5E: 7 QA regimes
The equipment provider has been asked to describe the processes that are recommended
for testing (accreditation / validation) and quality assurance of the equipment in this section.
Their response should be focussed on the quality assurance of the equipment itself, and
tests applied on the equipment, and should not refer to QA certification of the contractor or
manufacturer.
It would be expected that the contractor might do the following as a minimum:




Before the survey starts: Check the cameras and lighting system;
During the measurement: Check that the system is recording correctly;
After the survey ends: Check the size and the quality of the files.

HiSPEQ5E: 8 Other
The equipment provider will use this section to present any other information about the
equipment which they consider to be of relevance to understanding the equipment and its
performance.
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HiSPEQ6E
EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE PAVEMENT
STRUCTURE
HiSPEQ6E: 1 Summary of Equipment
This guidance document addresses only high-speed measurement systems intended for
application at the network level. The summary is intended to provide a brief overview and a
photograph of the system, with more detail presented in the following sections.

HiSPEQ6E: 2 Description
The main technique used to identify pavement structure at traffic speed is Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR). GPR systems emit low powered electromagnetic (EM) waves into
the pavement which are reflected at material boundaries within the pavement.
GPR systems comprise of three main components:
 a computer based control system
 the antenna (comprising a EM transmitter and a receiver)
 a location measurement system, to enable the data to be referenced to the network.

HiSPEQ6E: 2.1 Control Systems –
The control system typically generates the EM pulse which is radiated by the antenna.
Systems generally have a range of user definable settings which the operator can change
based on the specification for the survey. These include parameters such as the time range
(depth of investigation) and how often scans are collected along the length of the pavement
(trace increment).
All modern control systems suitable for network level surveys of pavement structure record
data to hard disk / solid state memory in digital format to allow post processing of the
resultant data.
Traditionally control systems are referred to as “single channel” or “multi-channel”. In the
case of multi-channel, this describes the ability to connect more than one antenna to the
control system, meaning that antennae of different frequencies can be collected along the
same profile simultaneously or that several non-coincident profiles can be collected
simultaneously e.g., from each wheel track or the entire lane width.

HiSPEQ6E: 2.2 Antenna
GPR antennae emit a relatively broad spectrum of low power EM energy. Antennae are
typically referred to by their centre frequencies. This loosely describes the modal frequency
emitted by the antenna. The centre frequency, together with the total bandwidth, is important
as these are what characterize the likely penetration and resolution properties of the
antenna.
Generally, antennae with a low centre frequency have good depth penetration but relatively
poor lateral/vertical resolution whereas higher frequency antennae have relatively poor depth
penetration but good lateral/vertical resolution (Table 4).
For traffic speed pavement structure investigation, antennae with a centre frequency
anywhere between ~300 MHz to ~3 GHz could be used depending on the application. Table
4 gives some general information of likely depth penetrations of different frequency antenna
and some example applications.
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Example 4: Data that can be obtained from different frequency antennae
The GPR data examples below were all collected from the same section of road at traffic speed using
antennae of different centre frequencies. Note how the resolution of the horizontal reflections reduces
as the centre frequency reduces (left to right) but the depth of penetration increases. Without using a
combination of different frequency antennae it would not be possible to resolve the fine detail of the
surfacing layers and penetrate to the lower engineered layers.
500 m

500 m

500 m

1.5 m

1500 MHz antenna

900 MHz antenna

400 MHz antenna

Table 4: GPR Antenna Frequencies

Frequency

Likely depth
1
penetration

Example application

200 - 300 MHZ

1.5 - 3 m

Investigation of the formation materials

300 - 600 MHz

1 - 1.5 m

Investigation of sub-base material

600 – 1000 MHz

0.5 - 1 m

Investigation of the base course

1000 – 2000 MHz

0 - 0.5 m

Investigation of the wearing course

2000 MHz plus

0 - 0.3 m

Investigation of the surface course

1

Advice given for depth penetration is for good ground conditions. Penetration could be
significantly reduced if the ground contains conductive materials such as moisture rich soils /
clays or materials containing metallic elements such as slags or some naturally occurring road
stones.

Selection of the appropriate antenna requires the contractor to have a good understanding of
the survey objectives and a clear specification to work to. In some situations it will not be
possible for the specified objectives to be met using a single antenna e.g. where information
on the upper bound and lower un-bound layers is required. In these situations use of multiple
antennae of different frequencies is required.
As the specifying authority, it is important to note that despite the best efforts of the GPR
survey contractor and use of appropriate antenna it is highly unlikely that it will be possible to
resolve pavement layers to your full specified depth at all times and that it may not be
possible to resolve all layers within the pavement. This situation arises as not all ground
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conditions are amenable to the transmission of EM waves. Ground containing relatively high
moisture contents and / or clay tend to absorb EM energy meaning that there is no EM
energy to be reflected back to the GPR receiver and therefore no resultant reflection in the
radargram. Similarly pavement layers which contain high concentrations of metallic minerals
such as ash and slag or even heavily metamorphosed road stones tend to reflect much of
the EM energy meaning it is not possible to resolve the layers below.
There are three main types of GPR antenna suitable for pavement investigation:
 Air couples / Horn
 Ground coupled / dipole
 Stepped frequency
HiSPEQ6E: 2.2.1
Air-coupled / Horn
Air coupled antennae are suspended approx. 400 mm above the pavement surface and at
least 1 m away from metallic objects. Due to the physical separation between the antenna
and the pavement surface air-coupled antenna are inherently suited to traffic speed
pavement survey.
Air-coupled antenna are generally produced with relatively high frequencies meaning that
they have good vertical resolution and are good for resolving very thin layers or defects in
the wearing course but struggle to penetrate to the lower engineered layers.
Due to the arrangement of the receiver unit this type of antenna can be affected by
interference from other EM sources such as mobile phone antenna and CB radios which
introduce undesirable “noise” into the recorded data.

Figure 31: Air-coupled antenna4 (Photo courtesy of GSSI)

HiSPEQ6E: 2.2.2
Ground-coupled / Dipole
Ground coupled antennae are used either in contact with or marginally (~20 mm) elevated
above the pavement surface.
Ground-coupled antennae are produced in a wider range of frequencies also covering lower
frequencies than air-coupled antennae. As the antenna is coupled with the ground and
generally has a lower frequency content, penetration is normally better than that achieved
with air-coupled antenna. However, resolution of very thin surfacing layers can be poor as
4

Please note: It is illegal to mount the antenna on the front of the vehicle in some jurisdictions.
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the direct waves (those that travel straight from the antenna to the receiver) and surface
reflections can merge and mask reflections from shallow material boundaries.
In comparison to air coupled antennae, the physical proximity of the ground coupled receiver
to the ground shields it from unwanted EM interference.

Figure 32: Ground-coupled antenna.
From left 400 MHz (red),
900 MHz (black), 1600 MHz
(red)
HiSPEQ6E: 2.2.3

Figure 33: Ground coupled antenna
being used at traffic speed –
note ~20 mm clearance from
pavement surface

Stepped frequency antennae

Stepped frequency antennae are a relatively new addition to the mainstream GPR industry
and are available in both ground coupled and air coupled configurations. Stepped frequency
antennae produce a series of discrete EM pulses with each pulse assenting in frequency
within a specified but generally wider bandwidth when compared to impulse antennae.

Figure 34: Stepped frequency GPR antenna
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There are some advantages of stepped frequency antennae over the alternatives such as:
 The potential of a broad spectrum means the user is able to achieve both high
resolution and high penetration simultaneously.
 As the collected data are in the frequency domain it is possible to do some more
advanced signal filtering than data collected in the time domain
 Greater data density
There are also some negatives:
 data volumes can be large
 currently data density and frequency content has to be reduced to operate at 100
km/h which compromises some of the system benefits
 the increased complexity of the system means that the users need to be more
knowledgeable to set up and operate the system or process the resultant data.
Along with the different types of GPR antenna there are now also different configurations of
antennae available. Traditionally GPR antennae have consisted of a single transmitter
receiver pair (Figure 32: Ground-coupled antenna. From left 400 MHz (red), 900 MHz
(black), 1600 MHz (red)), more recently manufacturers have started to combine serval
transmitters and receiver pairs together to form an antenna ‘array’ (Figure 34: Stepped
frequency GPR antenna). Arrays offer exciting possibilities for some GPR applications.
However with the focus of this document being on the provision of network level pavement
structure to integrate with what is typically a single profile of deflection data it could be
considered that collection of several longitudinal profiles is of limited value.
Location measurement - Modern GPR systems have two types of location measurement or
positioning system: linear offset and co-ordinate. Location measurement and referencing
data to the network is covered in detail within HiSPEQ2.

HiSPEQ6E: 3 Technical capability
HiSPEQ6E: 3.1 Principle of system
As discussed in Section HiSPEQ6E: 2.2 GPR systems can operate on different principles.
Either principle can be used to undertake network level survey, but will affect how the
contractor responds to the other questions in the template. Currently impulse based systems
are the more common system in use, so the template is more suited to impulse based
equipment. If a contractor has indicated they will be using stepped frequency equipment they
may not be able to answer all the questions as effectively as a contractor using impulse
equipment. Additional sections have been included to allow contractors using stepped
frequency systems to describe how the equipment would be configured to meet the
specification.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.2 Maximum system speed
This number describes the maximum speed at which the GPR system can run which is
directly linked to how close the GPR system can collect scans along the road. The maximum
speed can decrease based on a number of variables including the number of antennae
which are connected to the control system and how many samples per scan are collected. It
is important to establish the maximum speed of the system and the speed of the system
once it is configured to meet the measurement specification (Section HiSPEQ6E: 3.6). In
some cases the equipment may have adequate maximum speed but in-adequate speed to
produce the required scan spacing once it is configured to meet the measurement
specification.
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HiSPEQ6E: 3.3 Maximum number of recording channels
The number of recording channels describes how many receivers can be connected to the
control system. Although technology continues to improve most systems in use for network
level collection generally have between 1-10 recording channels (some systems are
expandable to increase the number of recording channels). It is important to understand the
number of channels as if you are specifying reporting of structure to the full depth of the
pavement and in multiple measurement positions, it is highly likely that the contractor will
need to be using equipment which has ≥4 channels.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.4 Connecting control systems
To increase the number of recording channels it may be necessary for the contractor to link
two or more control systems together. Be aware that whilst increasing the number of
recording channels, linking systems together may reduce the overall system speed and
therefore the ability of the contractor to collect scans at the required spacing.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.5 Number of antennae
If you are specifying reporting of structure to the full depth of the pavement and in multiple
measurement positions, it is highly likely that the contractor will need to use several different
frequency antennae to generate a complete record which meets both your resolution and
penetration requirements. To collect all of the information in a single pass the number of
antennae should be ≤ the number of recording channels.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.6 Scan spacing at 100 km/h
The response to this question should tell you if the equipment proposed is capable of
meeting your requirements for longitudinal scan spacing. To be compliant with the
measurement requirements the number provided here should be smaller than or equal to
that in the measurement specification.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.7 Use of WARR
If you intend to rely on WARR as the method to convert measurements from time to depth,
the system will need to have the capability to support this type of reading.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.8 Samples per scan
You will have specified the number of samples per scan required in the measurement
specification. The response to this question will allow you to determine if the system is
compliant with your requirements. To be compliant the response should be greater than or
equal to the number in the requirements. If the number is less than your requirements you
may look to the san spacing responses to understand why as the number of samples may
need to be reduces to meet the scan spacing requirements. Under these circumstances (and
assuming your scan collection spacing is smaller than your scan reporting spacing) it may be
preferable to accept fewer samples per scan to maintain the required scan spacing.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.9 Bandpass filtering
It is preferable to record GPR data in its rawest possible form then undertake filtering as post
processes. This allows more flexibility should your requirements change or you elect to reprocess / re-report the data in the future for other purposes. However, some systems in
common use require bandpass filters to be set during collection. Whilst, this is not ideal it
should not be considered a reason to discount or markdown the equipment, but it is worth
being aware of the limitation.
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HiSPEQ6E: 3.10 Horizontal filters
It is preferable to record GPR data in its rawest possible form then undertake filtering as post
processes. This allows more flexibility should your requirements change or you elect to reprocess / re-report the data in the future for other purposes. Many systems allow the
application of various horizontal filters during collection to aid interpretation of the data in real
time for project specific tasks. These filters are not needed for network level survey as the
data will have to be post-processed, interpreted and reported.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.11 Signal Gain
It is preferable to record GPR data in its rawest possible form and then apply gain in post
processes. This allows the most appropriate gain to be applied to each road section.
However, some systems in common use require fixed gain curves to be set during collection.
Whilst, this is not ideal it should not be considered a reason to discount or markdown the
equipment, but it is worth being aware of the limitation. In situations where gain will be
applied during collection, further information should be requested from the contractor on how
they intend to manage the application of Gain for the duration of the survey.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.12 Digital data
Some GPR systems are manufactured mainly for the purpose of on-site reporting for
applications such as utility detections and therefore do not contain adequate data storage for
network level survey. Additionally some older GPR systems have no digital storage
capability. These types of system should not be considered appropriate for network level
data collection.
An appropriate system should have at least 100 Gb of on-board storage preferably in the
form of solid state disk (SSD), or have the ability to store data on a separate device with
adequate volume.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.13 Scan triggering
All current GPR systems suitable for the task of network level data collection allow scans to
be triggered by means of a DMI / encoder wheel pulse.
Some GPR systems collect scans on a time rather than distance basis which can lead to
large errors in referencing scans to the road network unless the readings are also referenced
using GNSS. These systems should not be considered appropriate unless the contractor can
demonstrate that they have an adequate, repeatable methodology for referencing GPR
scans to the road network.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.14 GNSS input
The response to this question will allow you to determine is the equipment logs GNSS
coordinates (e.g., GPS) against each GPR scan. It is highly likely that at some stage you will
want to have coordinates for the reported data, so if the equipment does not log GNSS
coordinates you should consider asking the contractor to propose a robust method for
matching the pavement structure data to coordinates.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.15 Type of antenna
As discussed in Section HiSPEQ6E: 2.2 there are several different of antennae available
which are suited to the task of network level data collection. The contractor may decide to
use a combination of different types of antennae to meet the measurement specification. The
response to the question will allow you to understand what antennae the contractor intends
to use. This may highlight some deficiencies in the contractors approach. For example if you
have specified that you would like to resolve layers of 20 mm thick (e.g. a thin surfacing) it is
unlikely that this would be possible using a ground coupled antennae (due to interference
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between the direct wave and the surface wave) but an air-coupled antennae would be
suitable for this task.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.16 Air coupled frequencies
As discussed in HiSPEQ6E: 2.2 GPR antennae are manufactured in a range of frequencies
which characterise the likely resolution and penetration characteristics. In combination with
the information provided in Table 4: GPR Antenna Frequencies, the response to this
question should allow you to determine if the proposed equipment is likely to meet your
requirements for resolution and penetration.
If the contractor is proposing to use an array system they should expand on how the array
would be configured within this section. Key to understanding this is your requirement for
number of measurement positions (e.g. both wheel tracks). Array systems may be capable of
reporting data from over 10 different positions, so you should check to ensure that the
proposed configuration meets your needs. If the contractor is proposing to exceed the
number of measurement locations you have specified, you should assess the benefit that the
additional data will bring as this will need to be assessed against the extra cost of storing,
handling, interpreting and reporting the additional data.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.17 Ground Coupled frequencies
As discussed in HiSPEQ6E: 2.2 GPR antennae are manufactured in a range of frequencies
which characterise the likely resolution and penetration characteristics. In combination with
the information provided in Table 4: GPR Antenna Frequencies, the response to this
question should allow you to determine if the proposed equipment is likely to meet your
requirements for resolution and penetration.
If the contractor is proposing to use an array system they should expand on how the array
would be configured within this section. Key to understanding this is your requirement for
number of measurement positions (e.g. both wheel tracks). Array systems may be capable of
reporting data from over 10 different positions, so you should check to ensure that the
proposed configuration meets your needs. If the contractor is proposing to exceed the
number of measurement locations you have specified, you should assess the benefit that the
additional data will bring as this will need to be assessed against the extra cost of storing,
handling, interpreting and reporting the additional data.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.18 Stepped frequency equipment
As discussed in Section HiSPEQ6E: 3.1 many of the questions in the template are more
suited for impulse based equipment that stepped frequency equipment (as currently impulse
equipment is more commonly used for network level investigation than stepped frequency
equipment). The response to this question should allow you to gain an understanding of the
stepped frequency parameters which would be used by the contractor. These are likely to
include:





Total bandwidth – this is the full frequency range of the system. The same principles
apply as with impulse equipment, so if you need high resolution data high the
bandwidth need to extend into the higher frequency ranges (e.g. 3 GHz)
Frequency step – this is the step in frequency the equipment makes between
sampling (i.e., 510, 520, 530 MHz). Generally smaller steps produce better quality
data, however small steps may compromise the speed at which the system can run
or the spacing of measurements.
Dwell time – this is the time (generally expressed in microseconds) for which the
system samples each frequency step. Generally longer times produce better quality
data, however longer dwell times may compromise the speed at which the system
can run or the spacing of measurements.
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HiSPEQ6E: 3.19 Thinnest layer
The response to this question should allow you to assess if the proposed equipment meets
your requirement for layer thickness resolution.
Note that is it not generally possible to resolve thin layers (i.e. ≤50 mm) beyond about 0.5 m
from the surface as energy from the high frequency equipment required to resolve thin layers
is dissipated by the pavement materials. However as aggregates and layer thicknesses tend
to increase with depth through the pavement structure, this should have limited impact.

HiSPEQ6E: 3.20 Maximum penetration
The response to this question should allow you to assess if the proposed equipment meets
your requirement for minimum depth penetration.

HiSPEQ6E: 4 Data formats
The information provided in this section should help you to determine whether the equipment
is capable of delivering data in a format that can easily be loaded into processing software,
your database or Pavement Management System.

HiSPEQ6E: 5 Evidence of performance
The equipment provider should provide evidence of performance of their device for similar
projects.
The information may cover:
General tests: Description of the results of any formal tests that have been carried out to
test and demonstrate the performance of the equipment under conditions such as those that
will be encountered in network surveys.
Formal Accreditation tests: If specific accreditation tests have been carried out on the
equipment, the provider will provide a description of these, including the performance
requirements that have been tested against and the performance achieved. They will also
include information about whether tests against international standards have been carried
out and what the performance was.
Use in network surveys: the equipment provider should provide a description of the
equipment’s use in network surveys, including the lengths surveyed.

HiSPEQ6E: 6 Calibration regimes
A GPR system consists of sensitive electronic equipment which can deteriorate over time if it
is not maintained correctly; this is especially true of the antennae which, if subject to water
ingress, can produce very poor quality data. Thus there is a need for the contractor to
perform regular calibration of their system, according to the schedule recommended by the
manufacturer. They will use this section to describe the required calibration regimes for the
equipment and how often this calibration is required.
The information provided in this section is about calibration on individual components of the
equipment, not the systems as a whole. You don’t tend to calibrate an entire GPS system,
you calibrate the antennae etc.
The contractor should be able to inform you as to whether their systems need calibration
and, if so, how often and what they do to carry out calibration.
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HiSPEQ6E: 7 QA regimes
The equipment provider has been asked to describe the processes that are recommended
for testing (accreditation / validation) and quality assurance of the equipment in this section.
Their response should be focussed on the quality assurance of the equipment itself, and
tests applied on the equipment, and should not refer to QA certification of the contractor or
manufacturer.

HiSPEQ6E: 8 Other
The equipment provider will use this section to present any other information about the
equipment which they consider to be of relevance to understanding the equipment and its
performance.
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HiSPEQ7E
EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE TRAFFIC SPEED
DEFLECTION
HiSPEQ7E: 1 Summary of Equipment
The Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD) is currently the only commercially available traffic
speed deflection tester in Europe. Hence, it is interesting to know what is special for the
device offered. Table 5 provides a list of the current TSD devices, by serial number.

Table 5 Traffic Speed Deflectometers in operation (December 2015)
Delivery
(serial)
number

Generation

Country

Owner

Year of
delivery

Number
of
Doppler
sensors

Additional
systems

Network
surveys

1

1

Denmark

DRD

2000

4

Prototype

State road
network
each year
since 2005

2

1

United
Kingdom

Highways
England

2005

4

GPR starting in
2015

Annually
since 2010

3

2

Italy

ANAS

2010

7

Right-of-way
imaging,
longitudinal
profiler (one
sensor), GPS,
new hardware
and software

Network
surveys on
ANAS road
network

4

2

Poland

IBDiM

2011

8

As TSD#3

Silesian
region and
possibly
more

5

2

South
Africa

SANRAL

2012/201
3

10

As TSD#3,
pavement
distress/crack
detection, Lidar
scanners

Planned

6

2

China

RIOH

2013

7

As TSD#3

Not known

7

2

Denmark

Greenwood
Engineering

2013

7

TSD#3, built for
experimental and
de purposes

Demonstra
tions in 9
US states.

8

2

Australia

ARRB

2013

7

As TSD#3,
pavement
distress/crack
detection,
imaging

Since
2014,
network
testing in
Australia
and New
Zealand
conducted.
Annual
testing
planned.

Source: www.greenwood.dk/tsd.php and publications from the owner organisations.
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HiSPEQ7E: 2 Description
The major difference between the different TSDs delivered to date is related to the
generation issue:



Generation 1 is a prototype, or based on a prototype,
Generation 2 constitutes a major improvement both regarding number of Doppler
sensors, data handling and hardware robustness.

Another important issue to notice is whether the device is suited for left/right hand driving,
while it may also be of interest to look at some of the additional offerings from systems like
video recordings, profile measurements, etc.

HiSPEQ7E: 2.1 The TSD in brief
The TSD measures the vertical velocity of the deflected pavement surface based on an
advanced Doppler laser technique using 7 to 10 laser sensors. Loading is provided by the
rear axle of a semi-trailer. This way the TSD is different from the FWD: while the FWD
simulates a moving wheel load, the TSD actually applies a moving wheel load to the
pavement. The measuring equipment is placed in a tractor-semi trailer combination, with the
measurement instrumentation in the trailer and the operator in the driver’s cabin.
Measurements are conducted continuously at driving speeds generally between 40 km/h and
80 km/h. Two people are required for the testing: one driver and one operator. A picture of
TSD serial number 7 is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: The Greenwood Traffic Speed Deflectometer – serial number 7.

HiSPEQ7E: 2.2 Determination of pavement surface deflection
The TSD does not measure the vertical deflection response of the road surface directly.
Instead, it measures the velocity of the road surface along the axis of the sensor which is set
to be at roughly 2 degrees ahead of the vertical in a plane aligned with the direction of travel.
Thus the sensor responds not solely to the vertical movement of the pavement under the
wheel loads but also to the horizontal survey speed and the extraneous movement of the
measuring frame on which the sensors are mounted. The unwanted velocity components
are removed from the measured signal by subtracting the measurements made by the
reference sensor mounted away from the loading wheels. The resulting vertical
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measurements of pavement deflection velocity will still be dependent on the survey velocity.
To try and remove this effect the vertical velocity is divided by the horizontal survey speed.
The resultant value can be regarded as an estimate of the instantaneous slope of the
pavement surface where the laser contacts the road. In its rawest form this slope value is
provided for each of the measurement sensors at various offsets from the loading wheels at
up to 1000 times per second.
The simplest processed output from the TSD is the deflection slope as shown in Figure 36. In
order to nullify the effect of driving speed of the TSD vehicle on the value of the vertical
deflection velocity, the base TSD data vertical deflection velocities (Vv) of the deflected
pavement was divided by horizontal velocity (travel speed of the vehicle, Vh) of the TSD
vehicle, to produce a quantity termed 'the slope' (Vh/Vv). The slope is the ratio between the
vertical and horizontal velocities at each measurement point and the actual physical slope of
the pavement surface within the deflection bowl centered under the moving TSD load wheel.

Figure 36: The TSD slope concept (www.greenwood.dk/tsdres.php accessed 11/12/15).
It is possible to utilise these slope measurements directly in the evaluation of structural
condition by correlating such values to traditional deflection measures such as the maximum
deflection measured by the Deflectograph. However, if a number of slope values are
measured at a range of offsets from the loading wheels it is possible to estimate the shape of
the deflection bowl. The simplest approach to this derivation is to integrate the slope versus
offset relationship to generate the deflection/offset relationship i.e. the deflection ‘bowl’, as
illustrated in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Relation between pavement deflection (y) at any wheel load offset
(x) and the cumulative area of the plot of slope (dy/dx =Vv/Vh),
versus offset (x).
A more comprehensive approach to deriving the deflection bowl is to model a generic
pavement structure and thus derive the general form for a deflection bowl and hence derive
the general form for a ‘slope’ bowl. This latter equation can then be fitted to the measured
slopes and the best estimate of the associated deflection bowl can be derived.
Recent development at the TSD manufacturer, Greenwood Engineering, has provided a
theoretically based model for determination of a full deflection bowl, which can be used to
deduct pavement parameters similar to the methods applied for the Falling Weight
Deflectometer. With knowledge about the pavement structure, which can be obtained from
georadar tests, layer moduli can be determined with the TSD as illustrated in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Schematic of TSD deflection bowl (grey curve), TSD slopes (green
curve), pavement structure and pavement parameters, E: modulus,
and h: layer thickness (https://www.greenwood.dk/tsdres.php
accessed 11/12/15).

HiSPEQ7E: 3 Technical capability
HiSPEQ7E: 3.1 Deflection measurement
Doppler lasers
The Doppler sensors and the application of data from these is the trademark of the TSD. The
first generation TSDs had four Doppler sensors, one of these was a reference sensors. The
recent, 2nd generation TSDs are delivered with a standard setup consisting of 7 Doppler
sensors including the reference sensor. The higher number allows the user to do more derive
more pavement parameters from the testing results and hence to create a better picture of
the structural pavement condition.
As the Doppler sensors are central to the TSD it is important that the Doppler sensors are
kept clean and in high standard of maintenance at all times. The main factor describing the
function of the Doppler sensors is the data rate, which shows how much useable data is
sampled per second. The data rate is the main indicator of quality of TSD results, and
experience has shown that an acceptable level for the data rate during production testing is
600 samples per second or higher. The Doppler sensors deliver a data rate of 1,000 samples
per second, and the lower data rates during testing is a result of the measuring conditions.
The reporting interval of raw data from the Doppler sensors describes the frequency at which
raw data from the testing is stored. This frequency is decisive for the resolution, which can be
obtained for data in the subsequent data analysis. Hence, it is desirable to have a high
frequency of the raw data.
Instrument positions
Pavement deflections are usually measured in the nearside wheelpath in the direction of
travel. This is the case with the Benkelman Beam, the Deflectograph, the FWD and also with
the TSD. The reason for this measurement position is related to pavement design methods,
which in many cases rely on testing results in the nearside wheelpath. A definition of the
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nearside wheelpath and its location should be part of any instruction to TSD operators so
ensure consistency in testing.
The Doppler sensors are mounted on a rigid steel beam in the TSD trailer. The beam is
positioned in front of the loading wheel to allow the Doppler lasers to take readings in the
nearside wheelpath. The longitudinal position of the Doppler sensors on the steel beam is
determined by the purpose of testing, and usually the majority of the sensors are close to the
load wheel of the TSD in order to acquire data related to the upper (asphalt) part of the
pavement. The location of the sensors is usually positioned along the steel beam to identify
critical point in the deflection bowl created by the TSD. The outer sensors away from the
loading wheel are intended to register information, which can be used to express the
condition of pavement layers underneath the surface course.
Axle load registration
Many pavement materials are non-linear meaning that pavement parameters describing a
material may wary depending on the load used during the pavement test. The loading of the
TSD rear axle is the test load, and this should correspond to the local design load. The
design load lies in many European countries between 40 and 65kN.
The TSD is equipped with a lead ballast load mounted in two odd-sized frames providing the
total axle load range. The two odd-sized frames give the user an opportunity to vary the axle
load. The static load can easily be checked using standard load cells, ideally measuring all
four wheel assemblies simultaneously.
Recording of longitudinal profile
Determination of the longitudinal profile during the TSD test is not a requirement from a
pavement engineering point of view, but it is desirable. Knowledge of the profile adds to the
possibilities of explaining unexpected results, e.g. from dynamic loads due to an uneven
pavement. To be able to combined results from the Doppler lasers and the profile laser, both
types of instrumentation should be place in the same line, i.e. in the nearside wheelpath.
If the information regarding the longitudinal profile is to be used for evenness evaluation, it is
recommended that the profile test is specified according to HiSPEQ4 that deals with
measurement of pavement longitudinal evenness.
Driving speed during testing
As asphalt materials are visco-elastic, their material properties depend on the loading speed.
Consequently, TSD tests should be conducted at a constant speed. During testing the tow
truck should be able to transport the testing vehicle at a speed comparable to normal truck
traffic, and the desired speed range during testing should be 40-80km/h.
Load registrations during testing
Unevenness in the road surface may cause the loading, whilst surveying at speed, to vary
significantly from the static load due to dynamic effects. New TSDs are equipped with strain
gauges fitted to the rear axle close to the loaded wheels, which enable estimation of the
dynamic loading.
Temperature registrations during testing
As pavement temperature is highly likely to influence the performance of asphalt pavements,
temperature should be measured during TSD tests. The ideal temperature measurement
would be in the pavement (often at a depth of 1/3 to ½ of the total asphalt thickness), but this
is not practical. Instead, air and pavement surface temperatures are often registered as
these can be used to derive the desired asphalt temperature. In addition, it should be
considered to measure the pavement temperature in a drilled hole at the beginning of a work
day, during the work day and at its end.
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For reliable temperature readings it is important that the measuring gauges are positioned
such that they provide correct readings without bias from exhaust pipes, shades areas, etc.
Of importance is also sampling frequency of the temperature gauges and data interval for
processed data.
Tyres and wheels of the testing device
The tyre and wheel configuration of the testing device is part of the measuring conditions of
the TSD. It is recommended that changes in tyre/wheel type are avoided on the TSD as this
may lead to undesirable shifts in results, which can be difficult to adjust for. Keeping the
inflation pressure of the tyres constant and according to manufacturer's recommendations is
a good way of ensuring constant testing conditions. The tyre pressure can be controlled
manually at service stations, but it can also be done automatically and continuously during
testing.

HiSPEQ7E: 3.2 Location measurement
Location referencing tells where recorded test results have been obtained. Correct location
referencing of test results are of prime importance. Without this time and efforts spent on
testing may be wasted.
The TSD can be equipped with several location referencing systems: a GPS system, rotary
encoder mounted on one of the trailer wheels, a small wheel mounted under the trailer in its
transverse centre. While the GPS provides co-ordinates, the rotary encoder and the extra
wheel provide distance travelled.
Accuracy of any of the systems is important and can be influenced by road geometry, driving
speed, tyre pressure, temperature, etc. It is important to be aware of these factors when
interpreting TSD results and to make sure that efforts are being made in terms of checks,
calibration, etc. that the effects are minimized.

HiSPEQ7E: 3.3 Additional, supplementary systems
Additional measuring system
A TSD can be equipped with a number of testing systems in addition to those delivered as
core part of the TSD. Examples of additional systems are laser profilers, video recording
systems for registration of pavement condition, road furniture, and Right-of-Way, Ground
Penetrating Radar, laser systems for pavement defect registrations, etc.
It is important for the user to specify requirements to data from the additional, supplementary
systems in terms of data rate (how often should a sensor make a reading), raw data interval
(how often should the system record a reading) as well as processed output data interval
(how often should the system determine and store a certain parameter).
Combined use of data
In many cases it will be very beneficial for the pavement engineer to combined information
from several sources when she is investigating certain issues related to pavement bearing
capacity. It can be interesting to look into deflection and rutting, e.g., or deflection and road
geometry and not least deflection and pavement layer thicknesses. The latter is relevant
when performing deflection back-calculation of layer moduli based on deflection and layer
thicknesses.
A TSD supplier may want to describe the possibility of combing testing data using his specific
device, and a user may want to require certain data types combined.

HiSPEQ7E: 3.4 Testing vehicle
The TSD is usually built on a standard, commercial trailer and it towed by a tow tractor. It is
important that the testing vehicle adheres to all legislative requirements (dimensions,
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weights, emissions, etc.) and that the tow truck has the necessary engine capability to
maintain the desired testing speed. If testing is to be done in a mountainous or hilly area the
latter should be considered.
It is preferable to have a tow truck equipped with cruise control as this will help keeping a
desired, constant speed. It is also advisable to have a tow truck with left steer in continental
Europe, and right steer in the UK and Ireland.
It is worth noting that although the TSD testing vehicle is within the allowed limits for semitrailers, it is a large vehicle which may be cumbersome manoeuvring on small, narrow roads.

HiSPEQ7E: 3.5 Survey requirements
Recommended conditions during testing
TSD measurements are likely to be influenced by the conditions where they are acquired.
Surface moisture, pavement temperature, pavement moisture, pavement surface colour,
cross wind and driving speed are some of the factors that may bias measurement results. In
some cases, it may be possible to apply a correction factor to adjust measured data to a
reference situation. As the TSD is relatively new type of device, adjustment factors for
environmental influence are not yet well developed. Instead it is recommended to perform
testing within certain limits where variations from, e.g. environmental effects are limited.
Surface moisture
The TSD uses Doppler lasers to measure the velocity of the pavement’s vertical movement
when loaded. Laser measurement systems depend on the form of the reflected signal from
the road surface and so the results are affected by the amount of water present on the road
surface and measurements made with these systems, when the road is damp or wet, can
generally be considered unreliable. This reduced performance is generally indicated by a
reduced sample rate and the TSD surveys should only be performed when the road surface
is dry.
Pavement temperature
The temperature of the pavement structure will often affect the response of the pavement to
the applied load: Layers in a bituminous pavement are likely to be softer when warm,
compared to when they are cold. Therefore, ideally tests should be made under comparable
climatic conditions, and avoiding high temperatures where excessive (often plastic)
deformations could occur. The latter is especially relevant for testing of thick asphalt
pavements in Europe and North America, where temperature has a major influence on
pavement performance. A lower temperature limit should also be defined to avoid testing of
very cold, brittle and stiff pavements not representative of most pavement situations.
Furthermore, pavement response is expected to be very low at low temperatures. The
recommended temperature range for TSD is between 10 °C and 30 °C (at a depth
corresponding to 1/3 to ½ of the total asphalt thickness). Some work has been done on
temperature correction of TSD derived pavement parameters, and a few correction formulae
can be found in literature.
Pavement surface colour
New, shiny black asphalt surfaces provide a special case where it has been found difficult to
obtain these data rates. In these specific cases the problem may be mitigated by reducing
the driving speed or repeating the survey some months later when the reflectivity of the
surface has been reduced significantly.
Pavement moisture
Deflection measurements can be affected by changes in the moisture content of the
subgrade because of e.g. seasonal rainfall. This effect is less noticeable on a pavement with
a thick bound layer (e.g. motorway construction). The subgrade moisture content varies in
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relation to seasonal changes of water table, drainage malfunction and ingress of water
through the pavement. Therefore, it is recommended for optimum results that measurements
are collected at the same time of year for each road section, or that surveys are only carried
out in certain seasons, e.g. spring or autumn.
Cross winds
Strong cross winds will act on the large exposed vehicle body to transfer load from one
wheel assembly to the other and hence affect the measured deflection response. It is
therefore recommended that surveys do not take place when extreme cross winds are
present.
Driving speed
Speed can affect the TSD measurements, due to visco-elastic phenomena in the pavement
and vibrations of the TSD itself. Therefore, it is necessary to define an acceptable range of
speeds for the TSD survey. The recommended driving speed of the TSD is in the range 4080 km/h. TSD data measured at low driving speeds will include significant contributions from
eventual speed dependent visco-elastic pavement response, while data measured at speeds
above 30-40km/h will contain almost purely elastic pavement response, which is not speed
dependent. To keep the data analysis relatively simple for flexible pavements the lower limit
for network surveys is recommended to be approximately 40 km/h. The reason for the upper
speed limit is that the TSD was developed in Denmark where the general legal speed limit for
trucks is 80 km/h. This upper limit coincides well with the optimal performance of the Doppler
laser. Decreasing Doppler data rate on dark pavement surfaces has been observed from 60
km/h. Furthermore, 40-80km/h driving speed is comparable to the speeds of Heavy Goods
Vehicles (HGVs); a fact that improves the representativeness of the TSD results.

HiSPEQ7E: 3.6 Parameters (results data)
The TSD is capable of delivering a vast range of data and the user should consider whether
the data delivered by the TSD system by default is sufficient or whether other data types are
needed. Data delivered can be deflection velocity, deflection slope, absolute deflection and
indices like Surface Curvature Index (SCI). The latter can be used for characterisation of
pavement structural condition, and the SCI can also be linked strain in the asphalt layers of
the pavement.
If there is a need for specific data not automatically delivered by the TSD processing
software, the user needs to apply his own processing software. This can be an integrated
package (post-processing software) or it can be a spreadsheet application that handles data
delivered from the TSD and transferred manually to an office computer.
An important part of processing of the TSD data is the selecting of data analysis method.
Three main methods are currently known: the original, simple Greenwood beam model and
the more recent, advanced, Greenwood refined model both come as part of processing
software delivered with the TSD. The user selects which method to use as part of the setup
procedure in the software. Alternative data analysis software is the Australian AUTC method.
Another part of specifying output parameters from the TSD is the reporting interval of the
data. It may be tempting to specify a very narrow reporting interval but it is worth considering
the balance between need for data at a high point density and the efforts related to handling
large amounts of data. As default the TSD processing software delivers data points for every
10m.

HiSPEQ7E: 4 Data formats
Data formats should be compatible with recipient systems (Asset/Pavement Management
Systems) at the ordering organisation. Is the TSD supplier/contractor flexible regarding data
output format?
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Is there a need for conversions as part of transfer of data from testing device to recipient
system? Is there a need for intermediate storage of data? Data should be delivered on
storage media suited for the task, i.e., secure and fast media.

HiSPEQ7E: 5 Evidence of performance
The TSD service supplier should provide evidence of performance of his device for similar
projects. The evidence should include but not be limited to:
Production evidence
This item should include records of use of the TSD device, e.g. lists of projects with
measured length, data files, road types and production time. Records of accepted measured
lengths compared to actual measured lengths should be delivered.
Quality evidence
Part of the quality record should include a list references covering similar projects and
customer satisfaction records.
Furthermore, the supplier should prove familiarity with the TSD device as well as the TSD
concepts.

HiSPEQ7E: 6 Calibration regimes
Whilst most equipment is provided with a calibration certificate from the manufacturer, some
equipment’s performance can change over time because of the stresses and strains endured
during surveying. For such equipment, there is a need to ensure that the recorded
measurements are converted to the correct value for the required measurement i.e. that
voltages recorded by a laser are converted correctly to distance. This is known as
calibration.
The survey contractor should implement regular calibration of their equipment (where
appropriate), performed regularly or according to the schedule recommended by the
manufacturer. They will use this section to describe the required calibration regimes for the
equipment and how often this calibration is required.

HiSPEQ7E: 7 QA regimes
The equipment provider has been asked to describe the processes that are recommended
for testing (accreditation / validation) and quality assurance of the equipment in this section.
Their response should be focussed on the quality assurance of the equipment itself, and
tests applied on the equipment, and should not refer to QA certification of the contractor or
manufacturer.
It would be expected that the supplier and contractor would describe at least:




Accommodation of suppliers own quality assurance system;
Need and contents of daily check, weekly/monthly checks;
Need for annual maintenance checks.

HiSPEQ7E: 8 Other
Under this heading, additional information about the TSD not already mentioned in the
previous points can be provided. This may be related to the equipment, data from it or
performance of the testing device.
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This survey specification guidance was developed by the HiSPEQ project, the
research for which was carried out as part of the CEDR Transnational Road
Research Programme Call 2013. The funding for the research was provided
by the national road administrations of Denmark, Germany, Ireland,
Netherlands, UK and Slovenia.
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